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The job posting is outdated and position may be filledWe are currently looking for a Jira &

Confluence Systems Administrator at (IT PMO) for implementing, managing, and providing end

to end support.As a Jira & Confluence Systems Administrator, your will be accountable for

ensuring the availability, optimal overall performance and usability of Jira and Confluence

systems. You will provide services to internal IT users, ensuring that Jira and Confluence

services remain both functional and available at all times, through proactively identifying,

investigating and resolving technical incidents and problems related to the platforms and

applications.What we expect you to doInstallation and configuration of Jira Data

CenterConfigure, maintain, and administer Atlassian products (Jira, Confluence, Bitbucket),

Slack, and associated add-ons to maximise efficiencyCreate workflows, custom fields,

dashboards, Kanban, scrum, and reportsGather requirements for business processes and

determine ways to optimise/improve Atlassian tools and environmentsMaintain and improve

projects, configuration, and permissions in line with the organisation s Information

Security policiesContribute to, and maintain, the Atlassian Product roadmapMaintain

abreast of new functionality and seek to integrate value adding solutions to support the

Atlassian Product roadmapConduct training for employees and new hires on the Atlassian

toolset and briefing on new functionalitiesLiaise with teams and be a point of contact and

expertiseDeliver prompt issue resolution with JIRA Projects and Confluence in coordination

with other admins and partner teamsIntegration of Jira into existing tool chainsSupport in

controlling the application operationAct as the Jira Technical Lead for all Jira escalationsEnsure

the reliability and usability of the Atlassian suiteWork on performance, functional and user
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acceptance testingEngage and work with all stakeholders associated with the delivery and

delivery teamsAs part of the PMO team support and assist with PMO

activities.Requirements QualificationsHeres what we are looking for in candidates for this

jobBA/BS degree or equivalent experience in Information Technology or Computer

SciencesJIRA Certified Expert is a mustJira Certified Administrator (Cloud) is a Must5+

yearsof experience as a JIRA and Confluence Administrator with experience customizing JIRA

projects with various schemas.Experience in BitbucketExpert level Atlassian tool administration

knowledge on JIRA and ConfluenceExcellent documentation skills, including system as-is

and system maintenance processes and proceduresPowerBI Integration for delivery of

reporting functionalityExtending Atlassian products with code development (Java &

ScriptRunner)Integrating Atlassian products with other systems via API

endpointsPreviously involved in migrations from on-premise Jira to Atlassian

CloudExcellent knowledge of JQLPrevious experience of Agile, Scrum and Kanban

methodologies and continuous integration and continuous deployment practicesExperience

with writing scripts and managing reports on Jira and supported reporting

applicationsExperience with providing user management, access roles and permissioning,

global and project-level configuration and maintenance, training, and end-user support for

JIRAExperience designing, configuring, maintaining, and evolving customized project space

setups to include issue type scheme design, screen scheme design, new field design, and

workflow design and configuration.Able to work independently with minimal guidance in a

rapidly changing environmentStrong executive presence, facilitation skills, drive for results,

attention to quality and detail, and a collaborative attitudeQualifications Here's what we are

looking for in candidates for this job BA/BS degree or equivalent experience in Information

Technology or Computer Sciences JIRA Certified Expert is a must Jira Certified Administrator

(Cloud) is a Must 5+ years of experience as a JIRA and Confluence Administrator with

experience customizing JIRA projects with various schemas. Experience in Bitbucket Expert level

Atlassian tool administration knowledge on JIRA and Confluence Excellent documentation

skills, including system as-is and system maintenance processes and procedures PowerBI

Integration for delivery of reporting functionality Extending Atlassian products with code

development (Java & ScriptRunner) Integrating Atlassian products with other systems via

API endpoints Previously involved in migrations from on-premise Jira to Atlassian Cloud

Excellent knowledge of JQL Previous experience of Agile, Scrum and Kanban

methodologies and continuous integration and continuous deployment practices Experience



with writing scripts and managing reports on Jira and supported reporting applications

Experience with providing user management, access roles and permissioning, global and

project-level configuration and maintenance, training, and end-user support for JIRA

Experience designing, configuring, maintaining, and evolving customized project space

setups to include issue type scheme design, screen scheme design, new field design, and

workflow design and configuration. Able to work independently with minimal guidance in a

rapidly changing environment Strong executive presence, facilitation skills, drive for results,

attention to quality and detail, and a collaborative attitudeDisclaimer: Drjobs.aeis only a

platform that connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct

their own independent research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always

make certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we

advise against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you

suspect fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page.Our goal is to make hiring

as easy as possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each

candidate finds a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting

and job search solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you

can upload your profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our

platform gives you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to

apply for all different kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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